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What Is A Horner
Day?
By: Terry Thorne

It’s A Growing Business

by:Tyler Sheller

Vertical farming, urban agriculture, and indus-

and other associated growing professionals.

trial growers are a booming industry. As these

The light output of our Linear Grow Lights

plant-growth-driven fields are trying to increase

might be purple, but the benefits are truly

repair and service centers. Once

their yields (while maintaining costs), there has

green! We had a fun time at the show and look

our customer’s see and experience

been higher demand for improved, efficient

forward to seeing how this industry grows in

firsthand all that we have to offer

LED lighting. That’s where Horner Lighting

the near future. If there’s one thing the team

at our multiple locations it leaves a

comes in the equation.

at Horner Lighting excels at, it’s planting the

distinct impression upon them and

Our team has been developing and perfecting

seeds of growth!

Here at Horner we all know that
our best advertising tool by far
is getting customers to visit our

creates almost immediate opportunities. However, due to “right sizing” and attrition at our customer’s
facilities, getting key personnel to

an entire line of LED grow lights. We started
by utilizing a more traditional, square shape
with our B Series Grow Lights. Recognizing

take the time off to visit our facility

the strengths (higher output, minimal design,

has, and continues to be, a distinct

increased efficacy) of our Linear Remote

challenge.

Phosphor fixtures, our team engineered and
produced Linear Grow Lights (ranging in size

Continued on page 6 ...................

from 1 – 9 tubes and 4’ or 8’ lengths).
In July, the sales team attended Cultivate
2017 – a leading trade show in the realm of
horticulture and everything grow-related. As
one of the only LED Lighting groups there, we
had an extra benefit in that we offer integrated
control solutions! The guys had a great time
showing off our unique, powerful technology
to an eager audience of researchers, farmers,

A Day In The Life Of
A Field Service Tech
By: Colin Mann
Who ever said field service isn’t
dirty? Mike Rowe from discovery
channel’s “Dirty Jobs” would have
felt right at home on this one. This
is a before and after shot of my
lovely day in Plainfield, IN.
This Seed Packing facility is a
company that Horner Mechanical
Field Service has taken care of
for several years. I have had the
opportunity to maintain the seed
bagging line for about two years.
In this picture I was knee deep in
the cleaning of a dust collector
system that is designed to keep
the building clean. It obviously
didn’t mind soiling me whatsoever.
Before cleaning the bag house I
thought it would be a good idea
to suit up to keep the green and
purple dust off of me and from
eventually making its way into
my home. After suiting up with a
tyvek suit, rain coat, latex gloves,
full face respirator and duct tape
around my wrists and ankles I
was ready to go.

Multi- Divison Emergency Cement Fan Repair
by: Mike Harper
The

Springfield

Division

and shaft assembly was trans-

could be.

received a call from a Cement

ported to our shop in Sprinfield.

Horner Machining Service then

Company

the

Kim Shellabarger formulated a

received the fan for balancing.

Memorial Day weekend, for

plan for success and advised

Marty Sphatt did a great job of

help with a large 8’ diameter

our second and third shift

dynamic balancing the embat-

propeller style fan that self-

supervisors that this was Job

tled, overhung fan. Believe it or

destructed. The fan lost one

One in our shop. Dave Howard

not, we delivered the fan to the

blade and bent over 6” of the

and the second shift disman-

customer on Saturday night,

rest of the blade tips. Mark

tled the bearings and ensured

well ahead of the deadline. The

Russell and Kim Shellabarger

that the bent blade tips were

customer then installed the fan

had a meeting with the plant

cut off. Tim Powers and the

and is quite pleased that it is

manager

and

third shift fitted and welded the

still in and running great.

learned that the request was

broken blade back on with sup-

This job defines what our com-

for a “patch job” with no war-

port straps.

pany is all about - providing

ranty, just to get them up and

When this work was completed,

a solution for our customer’s

running until they could acquire

the fan and shaft was shipped

problems. With teamwork, we

and install a new fan. We were

to Horner Fan & Fabrication.

can do the hard jobs right away

also informed of the high pro-

New blade tips were fabricated

but the impossible ones take

duction loss per day, while this

to bring the fan blades back to

just a little longer- like this one!

fan was out of service. The

their former length. The blade

Thank

deadline to return the fan was

tips were welded on the exist-

employees who contributed to

set for Monday, Memorial Day.

ing blades and all fan blades

the success of this job.

On Friday afternoon, the fan

were straightened, as best they

just

on

before

Friday

you

to

all

Horner

The job was a success but I can’t
say that I’m looking forward to
doing it again next year.
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Car
Manufacturer
Scrap Chute
and Shutdown
by: Heidi Randall

Loctite Proves To Be
A True Resource
by: Todd Cochran
In April Fan & Fabrication quot-

began taking measurements

tioned and secured. The con-

ed fabricating a scrap chute

and making drawings.

By

tractor pulled off the job at 5:30

for an auto manufacturer. This

Sunday evening the major-

pm and all he had left to do

included assisting with removal

ity of the parts were cut on

was to tighten all the flange

and installation, design work,

the laser. On Monday, Tracy

bolts and install the hanger

fabrication, a rubber sound

Brown, Steve Herman and

brackets.

barrier coating and transporta-

Sam Jones started salvaging

All the parts had gone into posi-

tion of the old and new chute.

parts off of the old unit and

tion without any major issues.

The chute would be fabricated

fabricating replacement pieces

The contractor was very com-

from 1/8” thick AR plate which

while Bob Dorris finished laser

plimentary of the workmanship

matched the original design.

cutting the remaining parts.

and quality of chute. He also

Angle supports, hanger brack-

Tuesday, July 4th Tracy, Steve

really appreciated our assis-

ets and replacement flanges

and Sam were in the shop

tance with the installation. The

would be included.

The main

forming, grinding and welding

installation went far better and

body will be covered with a

- fueled by the desire to meet

quicker than the contractor

rubber material to offer noise

the target date (and a cupcake

thought it would.

control.

or two). By Wednesday morn-

largely because of the accu-

The entire project had to be

ing the majority of the scrap

racy of the engineering and

started and completed during

chute was ready to be deliv-

fabrication.

the company’s shutdown. This

ered to Coatings.

YOU to all of the employees

gave Horner just one week

Horner Coatings worked their

that played a part in making

to make magic happen.

On

magic and by Saturday morn-

this job a success. It is jobs

Saturday July 1st Matt Phelps

ing the chute was headed to

like this one that will generate

and Marc Dardeen assisted

the car manufacturer.

future opportunities with this

with the removal and the truck-

Dardeen assisted the contrac-

customer.

ing of the original chute from

tor at the company with the

Horner Group is capable of

the company to Fan and Fab.

installation of the new chute.

accomplishing.

Once in the fab shop, Matt,

By 5:15 pm on Saturday 7/8

Steve Belt and Josh Work

all four pieces had been posi-

Marc

We received a request from a
cement plant to repair a shaft journal and housing on a large rotary
feed valve that had a catastrophic
failure when the bearing failed. The
equipment was on the 5th floor of
the facility with no real access to
rigging to get the unit out for repairs
in the shop.
After looking at the job, we realized
our on-site machining equipment
was not a viable option due to
dimensions and other restrictions.
We proposed using Loctite products
to do the repair and the customer

This was

accepted our recommendation.
After getting exact dimensions of the
shaft, Horner Machining Services

A huge THANK

fabricated a mold.
Field Service used the mold along
with Loctite Superior Metal and
Frekote as a release agent to repair
the journal. The customer had a
spare unit so we used the end

Proving what the

bracket from the spare. The entire
process was completed in one day
and the equipment was turned back
over to the customer.
This was a good example of utilizing
the multiple resources at Horner to
get a customer back in production.
The end result is a repair that will
likely last for years and we introduced them to the vast offerings
from Loctite.
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How’s Your
Financial Health?
by: Kelly Russell

You may go to the doctor for
a wellness check on your
physical health, but have you
done a wellness check on your
financial health lately?
1.) Are you enrolled in the
Horner Electric 401k Plan?

Electrical Field Service Indy Gets New Familiar
Manager By: Alan Horner

2.) If you are enrolled, are you

Over the last few Manager

fect candidate is someone you

The intent will be to expand

contributing at least 6%? If

meeting cycles, Jim Howson,

all know or have worked with

the amount of projects coming

not, you are missing out on

Manager of EFS, let me know

many times, and that is Joe

into EFS, with an emphasis

Horner Electric’s matching con-

that he would like to step back

Oliver. Joe has been in this

on more high value work like

tributions! The current match

from the manager role of EFS

business for over 40 years and

installation and troubleshooting

formula is:

and take on more of a project

brings great experience and

of VFD’s along with startups,

100% match on the first 2%

manager role for the group.

expertise in many areas of our

as a complement to the type

85% match on the next 2%

Since that time, we have kept

business.

of work we are presently doing

65% match on the next 2%

our eyes open for a possible

Joe will be assuming the role

today. We also envision more

That means if you contribute

replacement but until recently

of Manager of EFS and he will

coordination of Field Service

6% of your pay to your retire-

no one approaching Jim’s con-

be working closely with Jim in

work with our various groups

ment account, you will receive

siderable talents has shown

the weeks and months ahead

throughout

a matching contribution from

up.

to ensure a smooth transition.

including MFS here in INDY.

As it turns out the per-

the

company,

Horner Electric in the amount
of 5% of your pay. This means
a total of 11% of your pay
PRE-TAX will be deposited
into your account contributing
toward your financial future!

Our New Faces
Paul Case
Springfield
Machinist

Action Item: Log in to your
account at www.oneamerica.
com/login. To update your con-

Derek Crouse
Fan and Fab
Welder

tribution amount, once logged
in, go to “My Information ->
“Personal Information” -> Go
to the contribution section and
click on “Edit” to change how
much you are contributing or
call the customer service center at (317) 285-1111. Horner’s
401k Group No. is 36713. As
a last resort, you contact Barb
or Kelly for help.

Shawn Hauger
Fan and Fab
Welder

John Erny
APG
Intern

Rosemarie Frushon
Indianapolis
Admin/Reception

Jacob Bryant
APG
Intern

Robert Fischer
Indianapolis
EFS tech

John Callahan
APG CA
Sales

Bert Serak
Indianapolis
Sales

Joe Oliver
Indianapolis
Electrical Field
Service Manager

Craig Malak
APG CA
Sales

Lucas Brougher
APG
Intern

Tony Dean Stephens
Thermal Spray
Painter

Devon McVey
Thermal Spray
Painter
Cody House
Fan and Fab
Will Call Counter
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Re-Tooled Treasures
By: Tyler Sheller
Randy Ray (Horner APG) is a man

Building Quality: Why Aluminum Foil

of many talents – one of which

by: Mike Butler

of scrap that he has lying around

is sculpture. He’ll grab a handful

his garage, throw it on the table,

I came to Horner from Arizona,

sitting around.

The aluminum foil protects the

and see what he can make of it.

out there we have alot of dust.

The solution for protection of

bearings and thus protects our

Getting suggestions from friends

Dust and dirt are the enemy

the bearings while the mechan-

shop from warranties returning

and family, Randy quickly puts

when working on bearings.

ic is working on the equipment

to the shop. If dust and dirt get

his creative talent to work crafting

When mechanics in our shop

is aluminum foil. It protects the

into the bearings it can cause

out objects like monkeys, drag-

are working on bearings or

bearings from the elements. Its

failure at the customer site.

ons, and springer spaniels (pun

housings we used to place

form fitting and it makes every-

intended). They’re great gifts, and

rags over them to protect them.

thing sanitary. It is also more

the overall process helps relieve

The problem with rags is they

economical and easier to use

stress while putting smiles on the

don’t fit to things well, they fall

than rags. Aluminum foil also

faces of the lucky recipients.

off, many have to be used to

makes it easier to cover large

cover a part, and they contain

housings and opening on gear-

lint or dust picked up from just

boxes than using rags.

Monkey Business In Springfield
We

have

confirmed

Submitted by: Mike Harper

there

was some monkey business
going on at the Springfield
division office. Lori Beam and
Suzanne Harlow had some
fun with Oliver, Mike Harpers’s
daughters pet. Lori took one
for the team when Oliver had
an “accident” on her hand.
Special thank you to animal
lover Joyce Harper for bringing
Oliver to our jungle!
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Horner Hoping To
Tap Into Power
Utilities, Mining, and
Hydro With New
Sales Rep
by: Terry Thorne
I am pleased to announce that we
have added a new Salesperson

What Is A Horner Day Continued......

by: Terry Thorne

While researching ideas to

Northern Indiana in May of this

exchanged during the Horner

help market Horner’s capabili-

year. The result, to say the

Day event could never have

ties we were noticing a trend

least, was a resounding suc-

been properly communicated

Industrial June 19. Some of you

starting to develop in indus-

cess with over 50 employees

by use of regular marketing

may remember Bert from the

trial sales where companies

from that customer walking our

efforts.

Scherer days when he led the

held “mini-trade shows”, on

displays and interacting with

The bottom line? Over 50 peo-

Field Service team. Bert will be

site, at customer locations.

Horner’s representatives!

ple in this company’s mainte-

bringing his extensive knowl-

We were intrigued by the idea

This customer is located almost

nance department have now

and decided to create “Horner

three hours from Indianapolis

been exposed to Horner’s

Days” to offer the same level of

and having a Horner Day event

capabilities and they now have

interaction with our customer

at their site made three things

a source to help them solve

be focusing on Power Utilities,

base.

evident:

their most pressing mainte-

Mining, Hydro Power Plants and

A Horner Day consists of

1. We would never have been

nance needs whenever those

Utility Corporate Headquarters in

having tables set up with

able to reach all of those who

needs should occur.

and around our current trading

displays and information for

attended by conventional sales

The overwhelming comment

area. Bert’s experience is in the

every division and department

calls in years of calling on

heard that afternoon was, “I

represented by Horner. The

the plant. 2. We would never

didn’t know who Horner was

tables are manned by either a

have been able to get all of

before this and I didn’t know

Divisional Manager or a knowl-

those who attended down to

they could do all of this”.

level of service for customers we

edgeable representative. We

Indianapolis to take a tour of

Needless to say, there will be

were once unable to reach. We

held our very first “Horner Day”

Horner’s facilities. 3. The con-

more “Horner Days” to come.

are excited to have Bert join our

at a large Steel customer in

tacts made and the information

to the Horner Outside Sales
Team.
Bert Serak started with Horner

edge of large rotating equipment experience, both old and
new, to the Horner Sales Team.
His primary responsibility will

application and control of multi
thousand horsepower equipment
and his addition will bring the
Horner Industrial Group to a new

team and we’re looking forward
to the opportunities that are yet
to be realized.
Bert Serak and his wife Nikki
pictured above.
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Wagon’s (Horner) West

by: Tyler Sheller

Horner APG is extremely proud to

new team members John Callahan as the

and Lighting, and to strategize a game

announce the opening of a new location

Western Region Channel Manager, and

plan for increasing their presence and sup-

– Horner West. The team at Horner West

Craig Malak as the Western Region Sales

porting growth with sales teams from both

will be representing Horner Automation

Manager. We’re thrilled to be working

APG divisions. We’re excited about this

and Horner Lighting from their base in

with such a knowledgeable, proficient, and

new endeavor, and look forward to working

California, and will serve the entire west

driven group of leaders. The entire team of

more closely with our team in California.

coast. Welcome Horner West!

Horner West visited the week of June 26th

Look for new west coast customers soon

Horner West is led by long-time partner

to meet everyone at APG, receive intense,

thanks to Horner West – welcome to the

William (Bill) Rinear and also consists of

hands-on training from both Automation

family, Bill, John, and Craig!

It Always Happens

by: Kent Seavers

It’s Friday July 30th, 3:00 PM. We were

motor, Dennis Wardenburg clocked out

heading into a weekend that for some

and went home for a bite to eat, and Rex

employees is an extended one, or at least

Dispennett is out in the shop moving things

a busy one, looking forward to the fourth

around getting ready for Bob’s return. Gale

of July and having a good time with family

Heiliger was a big help trying to contact

and friends.

the motor manufacturer. He stuck around

It always happens! It’s almost time to

thinking I might buy his dinner. (he got

leave and the phone rings. Yes, it’s another

some leftovers instead) In the end after

customer with a problem.

“Could you

measuring the motor dimensions we need-

Fortunately we have drivers on call and

send a truck to pick up this motor we’re

ed a coupling made, with a tapered shaft.

people available, Logistics dispatched

taking out?” ”And can you work overtime

I made some phone calls; it’s hard to get

John Suits to finish the driving duties that

this weekend, and have it back Sunday

this done on Friday night. So now we get

weekend. The coupling was made and the

morning?” that’s how it goes, or at least

to ruin HMS’s weekend.

motor returned. The customer was very

starts. So now you get to ruin everyone’s

Mark Reed answered his phone, and in a

pleased to have the motor Sunday after-

weekend at the last minute. I’m fortunate

short time had people willing to work and

noon. Thanks to all the unsung workers in

to have the work force I do.

help us out. Saturday, Mark would need

this story. It always happens and I guess it

With minimal disappointment Bob Davis

the motor, now back together, brought to

always will.

jumps in the truck and takes off for the

Indianapolis to fit the coupling to the shaft.
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Tool Room For
Machining Services
By: Wendy DeFabis
Pictured is the new tool room
for Horner Machining Services.

Horner Day In Louisville

by: Judy Simpson

Thanks go out to 1521 East

The Louisville Branch held our

presentations! From the feed-

the people we intended to tar-

Washington Street as this was

“Horner Day” Open House on

back we’ve been given and

get!

an existing mezzanine removed

Wednesday June 14th which

the positive nature of inquiries

Chris Probus, Garry Robbins

from their location. Many Horner

included displays with person-

resulting from the day it made

and Travis Brown were in

employees worked hard to make

nel representing all of Horner’s

all the hard work worthwhile.

attendance representing the

this happen. Bill Kaster, Dave

products and services. Training

A

to

“Outside Sales Force” and all

Frazee, Jeremy Ream and Brant

sessions were offered to those

Jacqueline Keen for her excel-

had customers who made it for

Logan spent the last several

attending as well. Four train-

lent coordination and planning

the day.

months tearing down the old

ing topics were presented,

of the day!

She made it look

This was my first experience

mezzanine, carting off the scrap

APG Lighting, PDMA testing,

easy like she’s done this a time

with Louisville’s “Horner Day”

and distributing usable shelving

Mechanical Field Service and

or two before!

and I was very impressed by

to new locations. The process

one on “How to read a motor

We were planning on a larger

the cooperation and willing-

involved going through all items

nameplate & motor basics.”

customer turnout than the 62

ness of all of the other division

housed in the Bluff Road tool

Everyone here at the Louisville

who attended but those that

personnel in trying to make

room going back to 1988. This

operation would like to thank

did attend (mostly prospects)

the day a success, again we

group of guys sorted, organized

the presenters for taking time

were definitely the decision

thank you!

and tagged items as well as

out of their busy schedules to

makers for the companies they

doing the heavy work of setting

help in making such dramatic

represented, which are exactly

special

thank

you

up shelving. Steve Awtrey and
a crew built the tool room and
Horner electricians took care of
the electrical requirements. Our
friendly local painters hung siding and painted. The final step
in the process is being coordinated by Michelle Goodman,
Darrell Cothron and Fastenal.
Going forward many of our basic
shop supplies will be dispensed
through a Fastenal “vending
machine” with plans to expand
this process to include tooling.
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Electric Boats
Looking At The
Future
By: Mike Harper

New Low Voltage Motor Evaluation

The Clark County OH fairgrounds
in Springfield has a 125 acre lake

by: Craig Hallett

that will be sponsoring tunnel hull

Sales will be finalizing a new-

and nameplate data. The final

Most of them are very eager

hydro-plane powerboat racing.

motor evaluation this month to

phase of this evaluation is tear-

to learn the results. Why?

The event will be televised nation-

prove once and for all who’s

ing them down and evaluating

Because they’re all sick and

ally. Here are a few photos of a

best and who’s not.

windings, bearings, included

tired of hearing about who’s

demonstration run during the Solar

We have 11 motors from vari-

options like cast iron J-boxes

better from a vendor sales-

Splash event, sponsored by IEEE,

ous manufacturers. All motors

etc. We will be using a scoring

man or PowerPoint and now

Power Electronics Society, held in

are in the severe duty cat-

system to do the “hands-on“

they’ll have a non-biased look

June. Engineering students from

egory. They are all 10 HP,

part of the evaluation. Pricing

at quality and value. Our sales

universities across the country

1800 RPM, 215T frame, TEFC,

of each motor will also be con-

team will now be able to sell

compete with solar electric pow-

Cast Iron. So far, we’ve run

sidered important as some-

brands based on what they’ve

ered boats, of their own designs.

them through several tests

thing priced too high won’t sell

seen with their own eyes and

While the electric boats are much

including Packaging, Visual,

(in most cases) no matter how

what they’ve learned by doing

slower than the hydro’s, they are

Appearance, PdMA, Vibration,

well it’s built.

it.

paving the way for the future for

Load

tests.

We’ve shared the scope of

Currently all the motors are

the evaluation with some of

meeting their specifications

our customers and vendors.

and

No-Load

all of us.
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Gearbox

Dolphins Not
Following Directions
by: Nelson Baxter

Many years ago a new facility
was built at the Zoo to showcase
Dolphins, but when the dolphins

Safety Minded

arrived they were not responding

Safety is and needs to be a way

and called me, saying “this is not

the entire job down. The cooling

of thinking when we all approach

right”.

It was explained that to

tower IS in fact a confined space.

our jobs.

That could be in the

access the cooling tower fan hub,

The tie off points described as

shop, or in this case in the field.

you had to tie off to the eyebolt

being used are NOT capable of

to training. They refused to follow
directions and seemed confused.
The trainers noticed a noise in

by: Ralph Coonce

The attitude of “damn the tor-

of the motor mounted outside the

supporting the required 5,000 lbs

the Auditorium and asked for

pedoes,” let’s get the job done,

tower housing, climb over the wall

for fall restraint.

tests to be done. Horner EMDS

has to be tempered with risk

of the fan housing and settle onto

This is a perfect example of Matt

traced down the problem. The

mitigation and safety. A perfect

the 15 foot long drive shaft con-

identifying an unsafe condition

noise was a pure tonal at 1200

example of this, and the interde-

necting the motor and gearbox.

and alarming on it, and the sup-

Hz. The level was 52 dB. The

pendence that we have for safety

Then transfer your tie off to the

port from sales to help protect

is the following report.

drive shaft, and then lower your-

Horner from a customer’s unre-

A steel company in Indiana asked

self another 4 feet to a couple of

alistic expectation.

Horner to balance a cooling tower

2X4s, and then to walk the 2X4s

doing something in an unsafe

fan for them.

to the gearbox.

way, just because someone else

sound traced to the motor on
one of the large vent fans built
into each end of the building. The

Hearing “cooling

This process

And for not

metal shell of the motor was act-

tower” two guys were immediately

then is reversed to get out, and

did it.

ing like a speaker radiating 1200

identified as being needed due to

it would have to be repeated 4-6

When I asked Bill about potential

Hz frequency. The problem was

the issues unique to cooling tow-

times to balance the fan.

fall out with the individual that

simple to solve. The vent fans

ers.

The customer questioned

Matt made exactly the right call

requested the work to be done,

were on variable speed drives.

the need for two guys, due to the

to say this is not safe. Even if it

he feels this is actually a feather

fact that they have had another

has been done before, we have to

in Horner’s cap. We did exactly

company send only one guy, and

access each situation and evalu-

what they advocate being done in

it took him 5-7 hours to perform

ate the safety in performing the

their safety program, and that is

The speed at which this frequency occured was programmed
out of the drive. This stopped

the balancing. Bill Fleming asked

requested work.

to be SAFE.

the problem and there were no

me, “Why two guys?”

I then

It happened to be that both Bill

Thank you to Matt and to Bill for

further sound related difficulties

answered him with a couple of

Fleming and I were in the office,

their mutual effort to keep Horner

involved in training the dolphins.

questions, Is it a confined space?

so we got photos from Matt, and

safe.

What is the access to the unit?.

another conference call between

After Bill asked the customer

Matt, Bill and me.

these questions, the customer

Bill

agreed to have us send two guys.

Department at the steel plant. He

When Matt Brown and Charles

asked for their evaluation of the

Sifers arrived to do the balanc-

job and the safety requirements.

ing, Matt surveyed the situation

The Safety Department then shut

then

called

the

Gearbox

Safety
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Miss Indiana: Haley Begay
Article and Images Courtesy Of The Hendricks County
Flyer

Haley Begay, daughter of Darryl Begay (Horner/Toshiba

Throughout the entire program, Begay said the friendships she

Warehouse) was crowned Miss Indiana and will now go on to com-

has made stand out to her the most. “My favorite parts are the

pete in the Miss America pageant in September. You can imagine

friendships,” she said. “I love the competition, but it’s the friend-

how proud Daryl is of his daughter Haley. There are four points on

ships and the girls that keep me coming back. It’s a sisterhood.”

the crown that stand for Style, Sucess, Service, and Scholarship,

Those friendships are something Begay said she plans to hold on

and Haley won all four. The following article is courtesy of the

to for a lifetime.

Hendricks Country Flyer Group:

The remainder of the Miss Indiana top five included first runner-up

With the support of her family, friends and community, Pittsboro

Grace Haase, second runner-up Madison Seifert, third runner-up

resident Haley Begay saw her small town dreams become a reality

Kelsey Foster, and fourth runner-up Andrea Kline.

Saturday night when she was crowned Miss Indiana.

Begay will represent Indiana at the Miss America pageant in

“No matter where you come from, even if there aren’t a lot of

September in Atlantic City, N.J., after spending the summer volun-

resources, you can do anything you set your mind to,” Begay said.

teering and making appearances throughout the state.“Thank you

“Pittsboro is a very loving community, and with that support I was

to all of Pittsboro for believing in me and helping me get here, I’m

able to follow my dreams. My life has completely done a 180 in

truly honored,” Begay added. “It’s been life changing, but I’m just

less than last 36 hours. It’s been quite the adventure so far.”

trying to take it all in and I’m really excited to go to Miss America.”

Begay, 19, is a 2016 graduate of Tri-West High School (TWHS)
and currently attends Indiana University in Bloomington, where
she majors in journalism and Spanish. TWHS Principal Adam
Benner said Begay was an academic honors student and involved
in many extracurricular activities, making her an all-around model
student leader. “We are so proud to have a Bruin representing our
school community as Miss Indiana,” Benner said. “I know Haley
will use this to do so many good things. It will really be fun to watch
her shine.”
Her personal platform was “Don’t Silence the Violence: Domestic
Violence Awareness” and her talent was a vocal performance of
“Hallelujah” by Leonard Cohen. In addition to being named Miss
Indiana, Begay also won preliminary awards in interview, talent
and lifestyle and fitness in swimsuit.
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Karl Hoppe (Outside
Sales OH) Retiring
by: Mike Harper

Horner Helps Boy
Provide For His
Family
by: Gary Goble
Earlier in the spring a boy in
our neighborhood was looking
for work mowing yards, helping
out with any jobs he could do to
make some money to help out
his family who were going thru a
tough time. The mower he was
using was not good. I had an
old mower I gave him and after
thinking about what I had done,
he had another undependable
piece. I asked several of the
people at Horner for donations
to help purchase this young man
a mower that was dependable.
There was a lot of generosity
from all. I was able to take him
to Rural King and purchase him
a new Husqvarna mower. He
did not know that this was taking
place and he was so excited.
With the generosity shown from
all of you this young man and
his sister have had a prosperous summer so far and are
very grateful to the people who
helped out. Pictured above:
James and Angel Ritchie who
you have blessed with your giving, God bless you all, you have
made a positive impact in some
young people’s lives.

Karl was born in Zanesville,

Ohio opened up.

Karl was

Ohio was the main competitor

Ohio and except for two years

asked to consider the oppor-

in the area at that time. Karl

in Indianapolis, has lived in the

tunity and discuss it with Barb

had built a strong relationship

state his whole life. A graduate

and when she was through

with Tom Kaffenbarger, main-

of Findlay College, he taught

cartwheeling down the hall with

tenance supervisor at Hobart

junior high school science prior

the chance to move back to

Brothers in Troy. The sales rep

to starting his career in the

Ohio, the decision to move was

for Industrial Electric had given

electromechanical apparatus

made.

Tom tickets for the Cincinnati

service industry.

He and his

As the lone salesman for

Reds Opening Day game and

wife Barb have been married

Springfield Armature, Karl was

asked Karl if he was interested

over 40 years. They have 3

given a sales goal of $2 mil-

in attending- go Karl! The only

children (all boys) and 3 grand-

lion with the promise that the

problem was that Karl’s wife

children.

company would build a new

Barb was due to deliver their

Karl Hoppe started with Scherer

facility for the division.

Karl

third child on game day! Barb

Electric in Indianapolis, Indiana

met and exceeded his goal and

delivered at 7AM that day and

in August of 1980. Bill Fleming

in 3 years Scherer built a new

Karl was off to the ballpark-

was the Sales Manager who

facility at the current location

what dedication!

hired him.

Karl heard about

and the division was moved

After 35 years in the biz, Karl

the job opportunity through his

there in January of 1985. Mark

has seen dramatic changes in

wife’s cousin. Never underes-

Russell was added in 1986 to

our industry. It was common to

timate the power of network-

round out the sales team.

wind 5 hp motors in those days,

ing! Karl was hired as a sales

The move to the new facility

and make a profit!

trainee with the idea of eventu-

was a memorable event. The

was done with a handshake-

ally growing the welding divi-

entire operation was moved

no PO was needed. The main-

sion, and new products. Back

from West Main Street to the

tenance departments had total

then, Scherer was a Lincoln

new shop in one weekend.

control, including purchasing.

distributor and Karl was to be

The combined efforts of the

Predictive maintenance was

the “Welder Boy”.

local crew and many folks from

unheard of early on.

He spent 4 months in the shop

Indianapolis made this happen.

common to determine bearing

and in field service learning

Karl remembers that he and

vibration using a screwdriver

a little about the capabilities

Barb, along with Bill Fleming

to the ear. Karl sees no rea-

of every department and just

and Burt Whisenand emptied

son why the next 35 years

when he was ready to assume

out the entire shop and office

won’t see as many, if not more,

his outside sales duties, the

and loaded it onto trucks for

changes to our industry as his

sales job at the Springfield

the move.

35 years have.

Armature Works division in

Industrial Electric in Dayton,

Business

It was
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Thanks For 34 Years Ron
McCloud! (Indy
Manager: Inventory Control
and Warehouse)

Ron McCloud retired recently after 34

. . here’s my theory, all that sugar (candy,

a baloney sandwich. He struck me as a

years of service to Horner Industrial

donuts, etc and we all know he never ever

matter of fact person. As time went on,

Group. He did many things here at Horner

turned it down) kept him young and on top

we developed a friendship and would go

and wore many “hats”. Some of these past

of things. I miss him already!

out to eat, talk about work and our lives.

postitions include:

Gina Tuttle

I found out Ron was much more dynamic

•

Repair shop buyer

Ron really knows how to pull off a good

than I originally thought and found out he

•

Environmental Manager

joke ,, ha…ha..ha. Ok joke is over when

wore many hats at Horner over the years.

•

Logistics Manager

are you coming back to work?

Ron was always willing to help, even when

•

Inventory Manager

Kerry Howell

it did not pertain to those “hats” he was

Ron hired in a few months after me and we

I really didn’t know Ron very well and

presently wearing. As the years went on,

have always worked close together. We

looking back I wish I’d gotten to know him

Ron would mentor me on different aspects

became what we called “work spouses”.

better. We ate lunch together once and he

of the business and as I progress “past

We’d joke, that by the time we retire we’ll

said many important things to me that day,

the master” in knowledge, in some area,

be rolling around in our wheel chairs look-

but one thing really caught my attention.

he was always humble and willing to learn

ing for motors.

I will hold on to this and use it for a long

something new from the pupil. Ron was

I told him now that he’s retired he can stay

time I suppose. He said something along

always a great sounding board for me and

home and chill with the kitties but have din-

the lines of….. we can slow down and talk

I attribute that to the man he was – a good,

ner ready when Kim gets home from work!!

through things. We can take 5 minutes to

solid, experienced and dependable man.

I will truly miss him and I wish him all the

discuss something as adults and make a

Walt Boat

best. Good luck to you Ron

good decision. He said that he doubted

Karen Childs

anyone’s life was at stake. We can surely

Ron McCloud was my “go to man”, he

carve out 5 minutes to discuss, he said.

always helped me “figure things out” when

We should all try to do more of this. Why

I was in a pickle with RMA’s, or needed

do we act like the world is on fire or some-

Freight Charges, etc, he never ever let

one’s life is at stake? Everyone thinks

me down. I always got a kick out of him

I should hurry and get my mulch down

bringing me candy when he needed my

around the house. I think we should dis-

help with something. As an added bonus

cuss it the rest of the summer.

he would bring candy even when he didn’t

I’m glad I got to know Ron a little. We

need me and say “I’m just putting some in

thank him for his years of service to his

the bank for future use” lol. I still can’t get

country and Horner.

over how well Ron looks and behaves for

Craig Hallett

his age. I know people don’t like hearing

When I first met Ron (22 years ago), he

“for your age” or “for his age” but it’s true .

always sat at his desk for lunch and ate
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Coatings Class And A Large Variety Of Projects For Thermal
Spray by: Jason Brown
Summer time here in Indiana has brought

housings we’ve dealt with, but Tony, our

results in our incoming business.

in that hot, muggy weather we all know.

new Spray Tech trainee, and I were able

The new work is always welcome, but it’s

Over here in the Thermal Spray division,

to apply both a plasma spray Tungsten

nice to have the backlog of dependable

we’re staying busy enough we can’t take

Carbide coating to the wear rings on the

repeat jobs. A steel manufacturer, one of

the time to notice it, thankfully. And there’s

impeller and housing, but also a Vecalloy

our main customers, with a solid variety of

plenty of variety mixed into it to keep

wire spray coating to the

rest of the

regular work for us, continues this tradition.

things interesting as well.

impeller and housing. All that remains is

Among other things, they sent us another

Our new painter, Devon, has settled in

for Devon to apply the Loctite, and after

acid fan. The chemical resistant coatings

nicely. He has just finished a job for a car

assembly this pump will provide greatly

we apply do the job beautifully, and being

manaufacturer, applying a thick rubberized

extended service.

able to deliver once again is always sat-

coating to a scrap chute assembly. This

Speaking of Loctite, we recently hosted

isfying. Devon upheld our record of good

is a new piece from the car manufacturer

two days of Thermal Spray/Loctite training

service to the company, and we sent the

company for us, and required equipment

for our customers. This allowed them to

fan back out to a happy customer.

modification to accommodate its size.

get hands-on experience with the coat-

Seasons come and go, weather changes,

Devon got the job done within the tight

ing products, as well as really getting a

time passes. But the job, working hard

time tolerances demanded by the coating,

good grasp on how useful these coatings

and diligently to provide good product and

and the job looks great.

would be to their business. And how use-

service, stays the same. We hope the

A water equipment manufacturer sent us a

ful Horner would be as the provider and

summer is a successful one for all of us

brand new slurry pump to be hardcoated

applicator of these coatings. The sessions

here at Horner.

and finished with Loctite epoxy before it

went well with good feedback from the

was put into service. It is among the larger

participants, and we are already seeing
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Terre Haute Has A
True Asset In Dennis
Wardenburg
By: Kent Seavers
Last month on a pretty Saturday
Dennis Wardenburg was on call for

Duct Tape - Not Necessarily A Man’s Best Friend

the weekend. Around mid morning Dennis got a call from a local

by:Walt Boat

plastic company. They were having

Back in June 1976, a security guard

No, this story reminds me that it is

to notice, no one to applaud him,

named Frank Willis was making his

in the “little” actions of work that can

yet while he toils in the “shadows

rounds, when he found duct tape

have dramatic impact. Maybe it is

of the holiday” he continues a tradi-

on a door lock.

Frank removed

Scott Snyder staring at a computer

tion of immediate customer service

the tape and continued his rounds.

screen creating an estimate that

dating back to 1949. I can go on, it

When he returned the duct tape

gets approved and that PO puts

might be Randy Jones – supervisor,

had been replaced. Mr. Willis then

us over budget for the month.

It

Ron Francis-corporate calibration

called police and five men were

could be that young man in our

technician, Terri Hooser – data entry

arrested. A piece of duct tape on

cleanup area, named Josh Cross,

master – the list can continue for a

a lock, in an office complex called

who cleans all the feet of the motor

long time.

Watergate, ended up bringing down

allowing for a better alignment and

it is not in the “homeruns” of work

the President of the United States.

smoother running motor when a

that makes us successful, it is the

Yes, President Nixon was undone

motor is installed on site. It could

day to day grind, the mundane that

by a piece of duct tape and the bur-

be the mechanic named Billy Burge

in our collective effort “powers our

glary committed by five men. What

who came in on a holiday to tear

service, quality and Value” of Horner

is the moral – don’t buy duct tape?

down a motor. Yep, no one is here

Industrial Group.

Brain Teaser

an electrical problem at the plant. It
was determined that the motor, a
40hp AC motor, was bad and was
needed back as quick as possible.
Dennis, living very close to the shop,
came in and with the company just
next door to the Terre Haute shop
he was on their door step in about
fifteen minutes after their call. In the

It can be easily seen,

customer’s words, “We opened the
door and there stood Dennis with
a big smile on his face.” Dennis
said “I’m here to help solve your
problem.” They were pleasantly surprised. Dennis picked up the motor
went to the shop and took it apart.

This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

Which weighs more, a
pound of feathers or a
pound of bricks?

After testing, it was determined there
was no problem with the motor. He

Answer to last quarters Brain Teaser:

called the customer with the news,

Who makes it, has no need for it. who buys

they would need to do further testing

it, has no use for it. Who uses it can neither

of their own. Dennis suggested that

see nor feel it. What is it?

since the motor was removed and

A: coffin

was this far apart it would be a good

Three days to give me your answer. The

idea to install a new set of bearings

right answers will go into a drawing for

Last quarters winners:

while it was out. He finished the

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

1st $50 gift card: Barry Murphy, Machining

job and returned the motor in just

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

Services

a couple of hours. This is service!

locations to recieve before drawing.

2nd $25 gift card: Andy Sneary, Springfield

Being there when the customer

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

3rd Horner goodie bag: Ben Norris, APG

calls. Thank you Dennis.

4th Horner goodie bag: Paul Fishburn, Indy
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Charles Sahm’s
(Machining) new
Grandson Connor
Issac

Ed Bradbury at
Taghleef (our customer)
rocking the Horner
gear on his vacation

Evan Baldwin’s
(MFS Indy) new Son
Carter Evan Baldwin

Todd Cochran (sales
left) & Jim Kennedy
(Coatings right) on
stage

Darryl Haltom’s
(Wash St Shop)
daughter,
Madelaine
graduated from
Franklin Central
High School and
will be attending
Indiana
University

HORNER INSIDER

ISSUE 13

Dennis Cardwell (IN sales
left) and Bill Roper (OH Sales
right) with Miss Indiana at a
charity event for our customer
Citgo
David Coonce
(Sales Indy) with his
wife Jara welcomed
daughter Olivia, two
big sisters include
Cora and Ellie.
Ralph Coonce (MFS
Manager) right with
Granddaughter
Olivia

SUMMER 2017

Horner Employees In Action

Mike Hensley’s
(Wash St Shop)
first
Granddaughter
Payton Beth

Gary Anderson’s Family
(EFS Indy) at the Escape
Room

